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0. Introduction 
In his article 1161, Mumford constructed an intersection product on the Chow 
groups (with rational coefficients) of the moduli space . fg of stable curves of genus 
g over a field k of characteristic zero. Having such a product is important in study- 
ing the enumerative geometry of curves, and it is reasonable to conjecture its 
existence ven though . h$ is singular, because . /< is locally (in the &ale topology) 
the quotient of a smooth variety by a finite group (a ‘Q-variety’ in the terminologv 
of op. cit.; see Section 9 for the full definition, which includes compatibility between 
local charts). Mumford’s construction does not apply to general Q-varieties 
however; for it uses both the assumption that char(k) =0 and the fact that . & is 
globally the quotient of a Cohen-Macauley variety by a finite group. In this article 
we shall see, how, using higher algebraic K-theory, one can remove these restrictions 
and construct intersection products for general Q-varieties and stacks. 
There are really two moduli spaces of curves of genus g; the fine moduli stack 
J@g in the sense of Deligne and Mumford [2] which keeps track of automorphisms 
of curves and is smooth over k, and the coarse moduli scheme /ce which para- 
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meterizes isomorphism classes of curves and is singular. We start by studying in- 
tersection theory on mg and on algebraic stack: in general, starting with the Fulton 
style (cf’. 131) Chow homology groups: 
0.1. Definition. Let F be an algebraic stack of finite type over a field k (the existence 
of k is not strictly necessary.) The codimension i Chow group CH’(F) of F is the 
quotient of the free abelian group Z’(F) generated by the integral substacks of F 
of codimension i (the ‘codimension i cycles on F’) by the subgroup generated by 
divisors of rational functions on integral substacks of codimension i - 1. (If we 
rade the cycles by dimension instead of codimension, we get groups CHi(F).) For 
the definition of a rational function on an integral stack, and its associated ivisor, 
see Section 2. 
These Chow groups behave just like the Chow homology groups ot‘ schemes, at 
Ieast for rerlresentable morphisms: 
0.2. Proposition. LSP f : S -+ T be a morphism of algebraic stacks of finite type over 
k. 
(i) /f f is J/at, there is a natural map f * : CH*(T)-+CH*(S). 
(ii) If f is proper and representable, there is a natural direct image map 
f* : CH,(S)-+CH,( T). 
If X is a regular scheme over k recall that we can use the isomorphism 
to define the intersection product on the Chow groups using the ring structure on 
the higher K-theory sheaves @ pro Kp( fi,) (see [S), [ 111, [171 for details). We would 
like to exploit this result to do intersection theory on stacks; however the Zariski 
topology is too coarse an invariant of a stack; while K-theory is in general not well 
behaved in the &ale topology. However if we are willing to neglect orsion, this dif- 
ficulty disappears. 
0.3. Theorem. Let F be a regular aP6 braic stack of finrte type over a field. Then 
ff;(F, Kp(/‘xM3~ Q= C~P(F)OiL” Q; 
hence CH P(F)& (I$ has a natural ring structwe. 
In order to link the Chow groups of stacks and Q-varieties we need: 
The Chow homology functor (0.2) F-+CH,(F)@+Q extends 
variant functor on the category of all proper morphisms between 
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0.5. Theorem. Let F be an aigebraic stack with coarse moduli space X (see Section 
3 for the de finitior,). Then the map p : F + X is proper, and induces an isomorphism 
CH*(F)@&?=CH*(X)@,Q 
If X is a Q-variety, then we shall see (Section 9) that X is the coarse moduli space 
of a regular algebraic stack, so that the existence of a product on CH*(X)&UJ 
follows from: 
0.6. Corollary. If X is the coarse moduli space of a regular algebraic stack F, there 
is a natural isomorphism 
We define the intersection product on CH*(X)@ (IJ via this isomorphism. While 
it might seem that the product depends on the stack F, this is not in fact the case. 
The proofs of the integral versions of most of these theorems for schemes use the 
Quillen spectral sequence (see Section 1): 
Erq(X)= @ K_,_,k(x)~K$,_,(X), 
.t-E *VP 
Ep-P=CHP(X). 
(0.7) 
(0.8) 
For general stacks this spectral sequence is not as well behaved; in particular Er -P 
will be a direct sum of representation rings of inertia groups and (0.8) will be false. 
However for algebraic spaces the spectral sequence (0.7) still exists and the isomor- 
phism (0.8) holds. Furthermore the Riemann-Roth theorem for proper morphisms 
between schemes [4] extends to algebraic spaces: 
0.9. Riemann-Roth Theorem. There is a natural isomorphism of covariantfirnctors 
on the category of proper morphisms between algebraic spaces of finite type over k: 
= : K,‘( IQ =‘CW JQ. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is a review of the K-theory and inter- 
section theory needed in the rest of the paper and need only be referred to in order to 
keep track of notation. Section 2 is a dissussih,n of the basic properties of algebraic 
groupoids, including proofs of the analogues of the main results in the theory of 
groups acting on fields. In Sections 3 and 4 we recall the main properties of algebraic 
stslcks and then introduce their Chow groups. Section 5 contains the main technical 
result on the rational K-theory of groupoids which makes (everything else work: 
other versions of these results are well known to the experts (see [18] in particular). 
The main results of the paper are proved in Section 6, while Sections 7, 8 and 9 com- 
pare the intersection theory of this paper with that of [ 161. 
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I would like to thank David Mumford for several helpful conversations, and the 
referee for his constructive criticisms of my treatment of products. 
I l Preliminaries 
1.1. We will assume throughout he paper, unless stated otherwise, that all schemes 
are of finite type over a field, even though many of the results do apply more 
generally, since Bloch’s formula (1.3) is known only for such schemes. 
11,2. K-theory. Recall that if X is a scheme there are categories: 
P(X) = category of locally free (finite rank) &-modules, 
M(X) = category of coherent +-modules. 
Both categories are exact, and we can take their K-theory [17, 471: 
K+ is a covariant ring valued functor on the category of all schemes [ 171, [7] while 
K; is covariant with respect o projective [171 or even proper 181, [9] morphisms and 
contravariant with respxt to flat morphisms. If 
(1.2.1) 
is a Cartesian diagram with f projective and g flat, then [ 17, $71: 
g*fe=p*q*:K;(X)-+K;(Y). 
1.3. If X is a scheme, let Z(X) be the free abelian group on the :;et of integral 
subschemes of X ( = group of cycles) which can be graded by dimension (Z.(X)) or 
codimension (Z’(X)). Let #j(X) = @ zcxk(Z)* where the direct sum runs over in- 
tegral subschemes. ~1 (X) can also be graded by dimen.sion ( S.(X)) or codimension 
( I! l (X)) by setting I# 4(X) = @ zcxk(Z)* where the direct sum runs over Z of 
codimension q - 1 and where the sum runs over 2 of dimension q+ 1 for $1,(X). 
Define the Chow groups of cycles modulo rational equivalence by 
CH4(X) = coker 
( 
W q(X) -C Zq(X) 
> 
, 
,(X) = coker 
( 
Y,(X) ---% ZJk) 
J 
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where a( szf) = C div(f) E Z(X). See [3] for details. The Chow groups CH* are 
contravariant for flat maps while the CH, are covariant for proper maps. If X is 
biequidimensional, then CH*(X) = CH dim X_ JX). If diagram (1.2.1) is Cartesian 
and X, Y, 2, W are biequidimensional, then 
p*q*=g*fy,: CH*(X)-+CH&Z) 
where q* and g* are defined via CH*(S) = CHdim(*s)._ ,(S) for S = Y, Z or I+‘. 
1.4. For X a scheme there is a spectral sequence [ 17, $71: 
EP.4 (x)= @ K_,_,~(x)~KK’,_,(X) 
.Y E 2” 
(1.4.1) 
where XfP) is the set of points of codimension p in X, and EFep- CW’(X). 
If X is regular, 
EFq= Hp(X, K-,(Q)) 
where K&I,) is the sheaf in the Zariski topology associated to the presheaf 
V-+&(V), and so 
CH p(X) = Hp(X, Kp( fix)). 
Since K, has a ring structure, this defines a product on CH*(X) which can be seen 
to coincide with the classical product [ 1 I], [8]. This isomorphism is known as 
Bloch’s formula. 
In general for X a scheme, define 
W * s(X) = E: -s(X), CHP.Q(X) = E2p. -q(X) 
where E;*‘(X) is the spectral sequence (1.4.1) and E.:, is the spectral sequence 
[7, $71 with 
(X(,)= set of points of dimension r in X), and write 
Then CH”(X) = CHpVP(X), CH,(X) = U-I,,,,(X) and if we write HKr(X) for 
HKPsp(X) we have that HK*(X) is a contravariant ring valued functor on the 
category of all schemes. For all X, CH*(X) is a graded HK*(X)-module and if 
p : X -+ Y is proper, 
p*: CH&X)+CH*( Y) 
is a map of HK*( Y)-modules. (This is the projection formula.) 
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2. Algebraic groupoids 
2.1, Definition. (a) A groupoid is a category in which aPI morphisms are iso- 
morphisms. 
(b) If C is a category with fibre products, a groupoid objet G in C consists of data 
(M, X, s,t,p, e, I); 44 and X which are objects in C, are the ‘spaces’ of morphisms 
and objects respectiveiy of G, while s : M-+X, t : M-+X are the ‘source’ and ‘target’ 
morphisms, e: X+M is the ‘unit’ morphism, ~1: EA, x J4-M is ‘multiplication’ 
and z : M -+ M is ‘inversion’. These maps 
(i) se= Ze= lx* 
(ii) The following diagram commutes: 
P 
/ 
M,x,M-M 
\ I I 
satisfy the following axioms: 
(iii) The diagram 
commutes. (This is the associative law.) 
(iv) (Unit) 
M 
e-sxiM 
------+A/r,x,M 
(v) (Inverses) 
(a) i2= lM. 
(b) a= d (and therefore it =s). 
ohowing diagram commutes. 
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M 
2.2. Definition. (i) An algebraic groupoid G is a groupoid object in the category of 
algebraic spaces. We shall say that G is finite (respectively &ale) if the map s is finite 
@tale). Note that if s is finite or &ale, t, ,U and e must also be finite or etale 
respectively. 
(ii) A sheaf of groupoids G on a site X is a groupoid object in the category of 
sheaves of sets on X. Note that if G is a groupoid object in a category C and if X 
is an arbitrary object in C, then Hom(X, C) is a groupoid object in the category of 
sets. 
2.3. Definition. If C is a category with fibre products and G = (MS X) is a groupoid 
object in C, then we can form a simplicial object B.G in C in a standard fashion 
[6] with 
B,G=M,x,M,x,M,x-•gx,M (k factors). 
Note that the formation of B.G commutes with products and coproducts of 
groupoids. 
2.4. F& finition. Let G = (M3 X) be as in 2.3. Then if f : Y +X is an arbitrary mor- 
phism, coskf(Y) is the groupoid with object ‘space’ Y, morphism ‘space’ 
Y~x sM, x,Y and source and target maps the two projections to Y. The rest of the 
structure of cask:(Y) can be deduced from the isomorphism: 
B.cosk,G( Y) = cosk,BmC( Y).
If G = (M, X) is a groupoid in the category of sets, then the image of the natural map 
(s, t) : M +X x X is an equivalence relation on X, and we denote the quotient of X 
by this relation as Q(G). Note that x, y E X belong to the same class (or ‘connected 
component’) in no(G) if and only if there is a morphism from s to y in G. Given 
an object XE X, Homc(x, x) is a group, q (G, x). If x and y are in the same con- 
nected component of X, then the composition maps 
Home (x, x) x Home (x, y) -+ Home (_u, y), 
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make Horn&, y) simultaneously a left n&G, y)-torsor and a right n1 (G, x)-torsor, 
hence for each f~ Horn&x, y) there is an isomorphism n,(G, x)= ~I~(G, y), given by 
e-+fof - I. 
In general if G = (M !ij X) is a groupoid object within a category with products 
J+ 
and fibre products we can construct the equalizer I(G) of the diagram M 5 X. 
This will be a group object (the ‘inertia group object’) in the category C/X. 
If G is a groupoid in the category of sets, then 
I(G:)= u n,(G.x) (which is a ‘group over X’). 
XEX 
2.5. DefinitionB Let S be a site with a final object F. If G = (M5 X) is a sheaf of 
groupoids on S and ti is a crible ( = sieve) on T, then a G-torsor (T, 6) locally trivial 
on %’ consists 0f: 
(i) for each UE + an object Tu E X(U), 
\ii)) far each UE t// and open VC U, an isomorphism (i.e. element of M(V): 
such that for WC Ir/C U: 
If (T’, 8’ )I and (a*, B*) are G-torsors locally trivial on @, a morphism w : (T ‘, O1 )+ 
(T’, 0’) consists of, for every U E “// an isomorphism 
such that 
The category of G-torsors locally trivial on +V is obviously a groupoid, which we 
shall denote T(G, ‘u). If a crible P’ is a refinement of a crible 3’/ there is an obvious 
functor 
e 177 : T(G, #)-,T(G, Y ) 
such that if rf c Y < ‘//, 
ote that equality holds rather than natural isomorphism because of the concrete 
nature of T(G, f@)). We define the category of G-torsors on F as L@ $, T(G, ~4’). 
If G. = (M iij X) is an algebraic groupoid, we shall often talk of G acting on X. 
lgebraic groupoid with X= Spec(A) affine, we shall talk of G acting on 
by analogy with the action of a group (or group scheme) 61 on a set (or 
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m:HxX-+X 
from which we deduce a groupoid: 
[X:H]=(HxX3X) 
in which the maps H x X+X are multiplication and projection onto the second fac- 
tor, while X -+H x X sends x to (e, x). 
In this case, J([X: H)) is the group (or group scheme) over X with fibre over XE X 
the subgroup of G fixing x (and if X is a scheme, acting trivially on the scheme x’). 
From now on we will be dealing almost exclusively with algebraic groupoids. 
2.6. Definition. If G = (A45 X) is an algebraic groupoid, we define H’(G, /G) by 
the sequence 
O-) H’(G, c&--+ H’(X, +) ‘* - ‘* -- H”(M, +) 
(i.e. H”(G, f.rG) = Ho@ G, P &G)). If X= Spec(A) is affine we will often write AC 
for H’(G, rt,). 
2.7. Definition. Let G be an a!gebt-sic groupoid. G will be said to be connected if 
it is not the disjoint union of two proper non empty subgroupoids. Obvioti+ any 
G is a finite disjoint union u Hi of its connected components. 
2.8. Lemma. Let G be a connected Cfn’nite) &ale groupoid acting on a product qf 
fields A = fly=, Fi. Then H’(G, lb) is a field, and for any Si = Spec(F,), if 
Gi = cOsk,G(Si), 
HO(G, CTG) z HO(Gi, lb,)* 
Proof. If G= (M% X), so that X= ul;, Si, then if we write H(Si, Si> = Spec(AJ 
for the fibre product, Si X,M Xx Si, M= u, I,,,c,I H(Si, J$) with MS,, S]) finite 
and etale over Si and Si. There are projection maps: 
(2.8.1) 
a composition map 
p : H(Si, sj> XS, H(sj, Sk14H(S,, Sk) 
and an inversion map I : H(Si, Sj)+ H(Sj, Si) satisfying the obvious compatabiht ies. 
Note that since G is connected, each H(Si, Sj) is non-empty. An element of 
H’(G, (J& is a family A E Fi such that s*J = t *A E A,, for all i, j. Let E, E F, be the 
subring: 
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Obviously Ei is a subfield and I claim that for each i, there is a canonical isomor- 
ptism H’(G, O,,j= Ei. Clearly the natural map from H’(G, @G) to Ei is injective 
since the proj<uction maps in diagram (2.8.1) are surjective, so it is enough to show 
that the map to Ei is onto which is equivalent o showing that for all i, j: 
s*(E~) = t *(Ej) C A,* 
ansider diagram (2.8.1). If f E Ei we must first show that s*f descends to Sj. 
Since t is &ale surjective, it is enough to show that 
where nj are the projections: 
El 
/ 
Ir-f(Si9 Sj) 
We have a commutative diagram: 
1xA 
H(Sj, Sj)[ X ,H(Si9 Sj> - H(Si, S’), X ,H(Si, Sj)s X ,H(Siv Sj> 
I 1X1X1 
Sj>, x sH(Sj9 Si)r x sfI(Si9 
I clxl 
H(Si, Sj>l x ,H(Si, sj> 
Sj> 
where @I is composition and e2 is projection onto the second factor of the product. 
1’0 prove +*f=n~s*f it is therefore enough to show that ,&%*f =&s*f- But QO 
is Ixojection onto the first factor of the product H(Si, SJl x ,H(Si, Sj)* SQI =WO and 
se: = lgot hence &f=&*f for all f E Ei. By descent s*f = t *g where g E Fj; a 
similar diagram chase shows that g is in fact in E’j* Hence { tf;:} E n Fi lies in 
H”‘(G, 4~) if and only if hi Ei for all i and s*f;:=t*fj for i#j. 
at it foilows from the proof of the lemma that 
‘6G /:G) = H”(COskG(Si)p (ioskc;(S 1) for alI i. I 
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2.9. Corollary. Let G be a finite &tale groupoid acting on a product of fields. Then 
H’(G, lb) is a product of fields II Ej with Ej = HO(Gjy (6,) as Gj runs through the 
connected components of G. 
2.10. Theorem. Let G = (M 5 X) be a finite &ale groupoid acting on a product of 
fields n Fi, i.e. X = u Spec(Fi). Then n Fi and hence each Fi is a finite &ale 
HQ(G, Q-algebra. 
Proof. By 2.8 and 2.9. it is sufficient to prove that if X= Spec(F) (F a field) and 
E = H”(G, /lo) = FG, then F/E is a finite separable field extension. If 6, = Spec(A), 
let us write G(t) for the groupoid with object space Spec(F(t)) and morphisms 
Spec(A(t)). Obviously H”(G( t), (Jo = E(t). 
Since s and t are both finite and ktale there are norm maps 
s*, t* : A(t)*-+F(t)*. 
2.11. Lemma. Let G = (M 3 X) be a finite &ale groupoid acting on a field’ F. Then 
if a E F*, s*t*a! E FG. 
Proof of 2.11. If S=Spec(F), and M=Spec(A), we want to show that S*SJ*C= 
t*s*t*a!EA. 
We have two Cartesian diagrams: 
PZ 
M,x,M-M 
I S , 
(pi the natural projections) 
M,x,MLM 
I S r 
(2.11.1) 
(2.11.2) 
’ right (the fact that this diagram is Cartesian is equivalent to the existence of 
inverses). 
By a standard property of the norm, if /k A*, then from diagram (2.11. 
t*s*P=P,*P$ 
1): 
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While from diagram (2.11.2) 
If P=t*a, then because tq=ttp2, we see that 
f’S*fS(IY =s*s*t*a, 
concluding the proof of the lemma. 
koof of 2.10 (contd.). Returning to the theorem, let cy E F. Then (t - a) E F(t)* and 
so j(i) =s+t*(t - a) ~E(t)*c F(t)*. Note that f(t) actually lies in F[t]. I claim that 
(t-@If(t) in F[t]. The map s:M-+S is finite &ale and has a section e:S+M, 
hence M= LIJz, Spec&) =Mj with each Lj a field, and we may suppose L1 = F via 
e. So if t -UE F(t)*, 
$,t*(t -a) = n Sj*tT(t - a) 
where s,, tj are the restrictions of s, t to Mi. Rut s1 and t, : M,+S are the identity, 
SQ sst *(t - a) = ((t - a) l n f;:(t)) E F(t). Hence for each a E F, a satisfies an equation 
of degree sdeg(s) over E. I-Ience by a standard result (see e.g. [21, Ch. VIII $1 
Lemma 11) F’ is a finite extension of E with: 
[F”:E]+kF] 
where F’cF !IS the separable closure of E in F. It remains to show that F/E is 
separable, i.e. that F’ = F. First we need a definition: 
2.12. Definition. ii) An algebraic groupoid of the form S x l-’ where r is a groupoid 
in the category of sets will be said to be split. 
(ii) If r=(& 5rO) is a groupoid in the category of sets, then a functor 
@ : F-+ { schemes} determines an algebraic groupoid [@I = { A.45 X) as follows: 
x- LI $49, M= LI @(s(a)). 
=4, QE&, 
The ‘souroe and 
S = Ll 
t=;I 
Q 
‘target’ maps of [@I are: 
id4Ma)) 
@(a) 
! 
: At= u @(s(cw))-+X := JJ G(x) 
u E r, XEr;, 
(note @(a): @(s(a))-+@(t(a))). A, groupoid of the form [@I will be said to be quasi- 
split. ate that every split groulpoid S x I’ is quasi-split by the functor sending every 
morphis~~ in r to the identity on S. 
(contd.). Returning to the proof of the theorem, let L be a separable 
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closure of E and C the finite set of embeddings o : F’-+L fixing E. For each CT E Z, 
write L” for the purely inseparable extension Lb@+ F of L. Note that L” is 
separably closed, and that we will be done if we can show that L = Lo for any and 
hence all 6. Since L is flat over E, by base change we obtain a finite etale groupoid 
G&L: 
with H”(G& L, F& L)- L. Now FOE L is isomorphic to [IOEz Lb, so by Lemma 
2.8 in order to compute .!i’(G@E L, FOE L) we may replace G @& L with G” = 
Cosk~@‘-(Spec(LO)). But G” is quasisplit, and is in fact a finite group acting on 
La. To see this observe that since Lo is separably closed A@ Ls is a product of 
copies of Lo, 
and that the index set H has a natural group structure. Hence 
L = HoGo, L, FOE L) = (L”)H; 
and so La/L is separable; but we know that La/L is also purely inseparable and 
hence L = La. 
2.13. Definition. Let G = (M3 X) be an &ale groupoid. The order o,(G) of G at 
a point XE X is the degree of s at x. (Note that since s = tl ,degree, t = degree.+) 
Clearly, if G is quasi-split by a functor @ : r+ {Schemes} and XE @(st), then 
o,(G) equals the number of morphisms in L’ with source t. 
2.14. Lemma. If G = (MSj X) is a connected finite &ale groupoid, then o,(G) is in- 
dependent of XE X, and we can write o(G) without ambiguity. 
Proof. If X = u Xi is the decomposition of X into connected components, then 
since the degree of a finite etale morphism is constant on connected components we 
know that if _Y, YE Xi then o,(G) = o,,(G). So it remainc to show that o,(G) is in- 
dependent of i. If XE Xi, then 
o.JG) = c deg(Hom(&, X,)/if,) 
so it is sufficient to show that for all i, j, k, 
deg(Hom(Xk, Xi)/Xi) = deg(Hom(Xk, Xi>/Xi). (2. II. 1) 
Consider the diagram: 
H. Gillet 
Hom(Xk, Xi) Xxi Hom(Xi, Xj) 3 Hom(Xk, Xj) Xx, Hom(Xi, Xj) 
Hom(Xk, XJ HOm(Xi, Xj) Hom(Xk, Xj) 
The existence of inverses implies that ~1 x 1 is an isomorphism, so the lemma follows 
since the degree of a finite &ale morphism is stable under base change. 
2.15. DePinSon. (i) Let G =(M%X) be a connected (finite) &ale groupoid acting 
on a produet of fields. Then if E = H’(G, &), we define the inertia index e(G) of 
G bY 
e(G) = o(G)/degree (X/Spec(E)). 
Note that if G is split, G=TxS, then e(G)= #q(r), where #q(r) is well de- 
fined since r is connected. 
2.16. Lemma. Let G = (M3 X) be a connected finite &ale groupoid actirtg on a pro- 
duct of j!elds. I(G) the inertia group scheme (over X) of G. Then e(G) = degree of 
I(G) over X. 
Proof. If E = H’(G, (I~), and A!? is an algebraic closure of E, then G @& J? is split 
and since the degree of an &ale morphism is stable under base change, 
e(1G)=e(G&i?)= #q(r) 
where G BE l! = TX Spec(E); but the formation of I(G) is also compatible with 
&ale base change so 
degree(W )1X) = degree(J( GBE E)/X & E) = degree(l(I)/ro) = # n 1 (r). 
Replacing E by any sufficiently large algebraically closed field ( = universal domain) 
Q, we see that 
G(Q) = r x Hom(E, 52) so that e(G) = # q (G(Q)). 
The lemma allows us to define e(G) for a general groupoid. 
~r~~t~lo~. Let G = (M3 X) be an &ale algebraic groupoid. If x E X we define 
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e,(G) = # n1 (G(Q), x) 
where Q is a universal domain and +T : Spec(Q)-+X is a geometric point with image x. 
3. Algebraic stacks, a review 
3.1. Definition. (i) By an algebraic stack F we mean (in the terminology of [2]) a 
stack in groupoids F over the category of schemes with the &ale topology such that 
products in F are represented by algebraic spaces and such that there is an &ale 
surjective l-morphism x: X+F with X a scheme. 
Note that if X is a scheme or more generally an algebraic space, the associated 
algebraic stack (which we also write as X) has as fibre over a scheme S the set X(S) 
of S-valued points of X, viewed as a groupoid with only identity morphisms. If F 
is an arbitrary stack, a 1 -morphism x : X -+ F for X a scheme may be identified with 
the object Y-=x( lx) in the fibre F(X) of F over x. If 
F 
1 f 
GgH 
is a diagram of stacks, the pseudo-fibred product F gH G is the stack such that for 
each scheme S, F gH G(S) has objects (x, _v, cy) with x E Ob(F(S)), y E Ob(G( )) and 
a! :f(x)zg(y) an isomorphism in H(S). All the usual rules for products hold up to 
natural equivalence, e.g., 
(ii) A l-morphism (or simply, morphism) of algebraic stacks f : F-G is said to 
be representable if for any morphism x: X-+G with X a scheme, the fibre product 
X xc F is represented by an algebraic space. 
Note that if x: X-+F, y: Y-+F with X, Y schemes and ./‘=x&), .Q =y(l)) then 
X gF Y +f corresponds to the product .Y‘X .‘// in F. Hence the representability of 
morphisms from schemes to f is equivalent to the existence of products in the 
category F. In particular the moduli topologies of Mumford [15] are stacks. Finally, 
notice that if H is a scheme, then FjZHG= Fx, G. 
For further details and properties of stacks see [l] and [2]; for information 
regarding algebraic spaces ee 8131. 
If F is an algebraic stack and X is a scheme, we shall write F(X) for the fihre or 
category of sections of F over X. Note that if each component of F(X) (which is 
a groupoid) has trivial zl, then F is an a!gebraic space. 
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An etale surjective morphism x : X--W from a scheme to a stack F will be called 
an aths of F. Since the morphism x is &ale, the projections X &X-+X are &ale 
too, hence A?ZFX, which a priori is an algebraic space, is actually a scheme. Note 
that G = (X jiFX% X) is an algebraic groupoid which represents a stack equivalent 
to F, i.e. for every scheme S the category G/S of G-torsors over S is equivalent o 
F(S). Finally, ail sheaves on a stack will be sheaves on the &ale site of F [2]. 
3.2. Definitism. Let F be an algebraic stack. Then the quotient space of F, 1 F 1 is the 
topological space with points t corresponding to the integral (i.e. reduced and ir- 
reduc;ible) aubstacks TC F. An open subset 1 VI C 1 F) corresponds to aq open 
substack UC F and contains all points z such that the integral substack ZC F has 
a non-empty intersection with U. In this topology (z> = (2 I c 1 FI. 
Observe that there is I-l correspondence T -+p-‘( T) = Y between substacks 
TC F and subschemes YC X (where p : X-F is an atlas) for which s-l l(Y) = 
c’(Y)cA%,X (where s and t are the projections Xj?.X-+X) such that T is 
open, closed or reduced if and only if Y =p-‘( T) is. If YCX is a subscheme, there 
is therefore a unique minimal integral substack p(Y) = TC F such that YCp-l(T). 
3.3. Proposition. Let F be an algebraic stack and p : X-+F be an atlas of F with 
G = (X %r X %j X) the associated groupoid. Then: 
(i) F is irreducible if and only if the groupoid 9 of generic points ojf C is 
connected. 
(ii) There is a 1-1 correspondence between integral substacks TC F and G orbits 
-1X1/G (where IXliG is the space of G orbits in 1x1). 
is a Zariski topological space of the same dimension as IX I. 
(An orbit of G in IX I is an equivalence class for the relation 
Im(!XS?,XI + 1x1 x 1x1)). 
Proof. (i) Suppose F= FI UF, with FI and F2 non-empty closed substacks of F such 
that F1 QF’ anti F2Q F,. If Uj = F- Fi, then WI and O2 are disjoint open substacks 
F, so that p-‘( 3,) and p-‘(U2) are disjoint G-stable open subschemes of X. But 
any G-stable subset of 1x1 is a union of orbits; hence the sets of generic points of 
X contained in U and V contain disjoint g-orbits and g cannot be connected. On 
the other hand, if g= g1 Ugz, gi non-empty, then X=X, UX2 with each Xi non- 
empty, closed in X and G-stable, and X1 QX2, X2 QX1. Since each Xi is G-stable, 
X,-~~‘(6;;:) with F&F a closed substack, and F=FIUF2 with F,QF2, F2QFI SO 
F is reducibly. 
is an integral stack, the generic points of p-‘(T)CX are a G-orbit 
SC ( XI is a G-orbit, then giving {S} its reduced subscheme structure, 
theme YcX satisfying s-l{ Y) = t-‘( Y)cX 2,X and hence there is a 
tack TCF such that Y=p-l(T). Since S is a G-orbit, the groupoid of . 
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generic points of cosi& Y) is connected and T is irreducible. 
(iii) follows immediately from (ii) and the definition of ) T I. 
(iv) 1 T 1 is noetherian since 1 Xl is noetherian, and is Zariski by construction. To 
see that dim 1 T I = dim X, by (ii) it is sufficient to check that if YC 2 are integral 
subschemes of X, then p(Y) #p(Z)C T. But p(Y), p(Z) correspond by (ii) to the G- 
orbits t@-‘(y)), &(z)) where y, z are the generic points of Y and 2 respectively, and 
since s and t are etale they preserve codimension, and so t@-‘(y)) n &s-‘(z)) = 0. 
3.4. Corollary. If f : F-+G is a morphism of algebraic stacks, there is an induced 
map If I : IFI+lGI= 
Proof. Choose atlases of F and G, p: X -+F, q : Y -+G so that there is a diagram: 
P 
X-F 
I .f 
Y-G 
9 
then we get an induced diagram: 
and, on passing to quotients, the desired map IF j -+ /G 1. 
3.5. Definition. (i) A stack F is punctual if it is reduced and IFI is a single point; 
by 3.3(iii), this is equivalent to requiring that for any atlas p : X +F, X= Spcr(E) 
with E a product of fields, and that IX 5& X I -+ IX j x 1 X j is surjective. 
(ii) If F is an arbitrary integral stack, the generic point of F is the punctual stack 
@=F- u G. 
Note that the points of IFI are in I-1 correspondence with the punctual substacks 
of F. 
(ii) By 2.10, if S is a punctual stack, H*(S, Q = k is a field and E/k is a finite 
separable extension. If F is an integral stack with generic point 0, we call H”(@, f 6) 
the function field of F, and write it as k(F). 
emma. If lj is a punctual stack, then for any atlas p : U -+<, the ramification 
index of the finite Aal ’ groupoid G = (U 5?( U 3 U) is independent of the atlas U, 
210 
and equals 
Prod. All 
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#(n,(F(Q)) where Sz is any separable closure of k(c). 
G-torsors over Spec(Q) are trivial, since 62 is a point in the &ale 
topology; hence the groupoid of G-torsors, which is equivalent to F(Q), is 
equivalent o G(Q) and so #n,G(Q)= #@‘(O). 
3.7. Definition. If F is an algebraic stack, .XE IFI a point of the quotient space, we 
define the ramification index e(x) as the ramification index of the associated punc- 
tual substack of F. 
If G is a finite group of order n acting trivially on a scheme X, then we have a 
diagram 
P 
X------+[X:Gj 
. 
\ \I f 'X 
X 
where [X : Cl is the quotient stack and X is the quotient scheme. The morl)hism y 
has degree YI, for if U-+[X : G ] where [X : G] is the pseudo-quotient stack (this is 
analogous to the homotopy quotient EG xG X of topology; in particular p is finite 
eliale with gecometric fibres isomorphic to G) and X is the quotient scheme. The mor- 
phism p has degree r’l, for if c/-+X : G] is any atlas (for any example p itself) 
Jr grx .cll FJ- U x G has degree n over U. On the other hand 1, has degree 1; so to 
be consistent we should define the degree of f to be (l/n). 
More generally: 
3.8. IMinitiam. (i) Let f: (-+q be a finite morphism of punctual stacks. Define the 
degree of f to be: 
(note thar this is a rational number). 
(ii) If f : F’-+ G is an arbitrary quasi-finite morphism of stacks and q C G is a punc- 
tu:J substack, then deg,(f) (= degree of the reduced fibre) is 
where F(q) is the reduced fibre of F over 17, and rl, . . . , <,, are the connected com- 
nents off It;;(v). 
f the reduced fibre is stable under &ale base change, 
are quasi-finite morphisms of stacks, then for any q C H 
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a punctual substack with cl, l , <, tht; connected components of G(o), 
deg,(kfm f) = i de&Q,(f)K :’ rll l 
r=l 
3.90. Definition. Let F be an algebraic stack. A coarse modlrli space for F is a 
scheme X together with a proper morphism p: F--+X such that 
(i) IFI -+ IX 1 is a homeomorphism, 
(ii) VXEX, k(p-‘(x)) 1 k(x) is a purely inseparable extension. (We write i(x)= 
[Up-‘(x)) : WI.) 
Conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent o saying that for any algebraically closed 
field Q: 
noF(Q)= X(Q). 
Note that if f: Y+X is an arbitrary morphism, then Y is a coarse moduli space for 
Fx,Y. 
4. Chow groups of stacks 
4.1. Definition. Let T be an algebraic stack. A prime cycle 2 on T is an integral 
(i.e. reduced and irreducible) substack ZC T. By the dimension or codimension of 
2 we mean the dimension or codimension of p-*(Z) c U for p : c/‘-+ T any atlas of 
T. A cycle of dimension p (codimension q, respectively) on T is an element of the 
free abelian group Z,(T) (Z4( T), respectively) generated by the prime cycles of 
dime;.lsion p (codimension q). 
This definition is a generalization of the definition of a cycle on a variety. Recall 
that ;i:he cycle groups ZQ(U), Z,(U) of a scheme U satisfy the following properties: 
(i) UW Zq(W) is a contravariant functor on the category of flat morphisms be- 
tween varieties. 
(ii) UC) Z,(U) is a contravariant (respectively covariant) functor on the category 
of 6tale (respectively proper) morphisms between varieties. 
Z9 and Z, are therefore presheaves on the &ale site of a stack. If p: U--+ V is a 
surjective &ale map of schemes, consider the sequence 
zq V) p*, zq U) pFPf 1 Z”(U x ,. U)* (41.1) 
If z= Cf’=, nJ&] is a cycle on U such that p;“z =pTz and y1 and yz are two 
points of codimension q on W with p(yJ =p( y2) there is a point WE U x II u of 
codimension q with pi(w) =yi for i= 1,2. Since p1 and p2 are &ale: 
-- 
~~vher~ uyQ.z) is the multiplicity of the prime cycle {u) in Z) and hence we may 
Z on If by setting ~~~~~~~) = u z). 
By construction, p*(Z) = z and we conclude that the sequence (4.1.1) is exact. 
binge dirne~~~on~ as well as ~odimension~ is stable under &ale localization, this con- 
clusion haIds if we replace Z4 by Z,. 
summarize ngt 
e preceding argument applies equally well if If is a stack and U is an atlas, 
h~?nc~: 
If X is $1111 integral stack with generic point 4, then its function field k(t$= 
~~(~~ +) cm also be thought of as Hobo, A$) where *XX is the sheaf of total quo- 
tie~t Riggs on the &ale site of X. Since the formation of Weil divisers commutes with 
flat pull back, we get a homomorphism of sheaves of abelian groups 
div : .3y-+z’ 
and an induced map: 
4,4. Definition. If 7’ is an algebraic stack, we have groups of rational equivalences: 
T !@I and i T j(qj are the sets of points of T of ~~dimension q and dimension 
in, by arguments paralIeling those leading to 4.2 and 4.3, the 
~r~heaves U -+ w ~~~) and U-+ ~~~~) are astrally sheave; on the ttale site of T, 
and 
There are homomorphisms of sheaves 
damped on sections over UE (T),, by sending each rational equivalence on U to its 
ivisor viewed as a cycle on U (note that we only take those com- 
‘eil divisor of the right codimension rdimension on U). We define 
~~~~ of T as the cokernels of the corresponding maps on global 
4.6. 
Proof (i) A km f: S -+ T of stacks is flat if an only if there is a 
map: 
arfy, if f: S-+ T and g : IF-+X are flat, 
T is &ale if and onfy if in di 
, g * preserves ~irn~~s~~~ a ~~ime~si~~, andthe proof of (i) 
ZQ by Zq and IV q by Q to define a map 
f *: CH~~T)~CH~~~). 
= W is an at!as of S, and 
irr the ~~a~rarn (i=1 or 2): 
~r~~isrn~ then if p : U+ T is an atlas, 
ap fv : V-+ U is proper. Furt~~rrn~re 
square is ~a~tes~~~. ence (13) we have commutative ~ia~r~rns: 
and 
(4.6.3) 
and d: Iq-+Zg in uces a map of diagrams (4.6.3)~(4.6.~~, and hence hy 4.3 a 
commutative diagrams 
and hence a map f*: ANTE. If V is not a sc~ern~~ but an a~g~~rai~ 
space, then the argument alive still a~~~ies~ using the rn~t~~ds of 7.10. 
We wound like to g~~~ra~~z~ the reiati~nsh~~ between the Chow 
theory of a scheme to stacks, but as discussed in the i~tr~du~t~uu, theanalogy is 
not precise. We first ~~truduc~ ertain variants of the Chow groups. 
Let F be an af raic stack; then for every PE 
(i) ~~(~) is the ~resheaf an the &aie site of Fz 
(ii) ~*(~) is the presh~af 
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Mote that if F has pure dimension n, 
CM;tS(F) =CH&-“*‘-“(F). 9 
4%. Proposition. (i) HK,1’ * fF) is a contravariant bigraded ring valued functor of F. 
(ii) CHz* * is contravariant with respect to f7at morphkms. 
Proof. (i) fohows immediately from the fact that X - K*(X) is a contravariant ring 
valued functor on the category of all schemes. 
(ii) follows from the fact that for each qz 0, R*(q) is a contravariant functor on 
the category of Cat morphisms between schemes. 
ote. If F is a regular stack, then by Quillen’s proof of Gersten’s conjecture 
(1.4), the ns&ural augmentation 
&&?F)-+~*(q) 
is a quasi-isamorphism, and hence 
SO 
5. 
CH,*,, *(F) = KK,$ *(F), 
that CH$ *(F) is ;a bigraded ring. 
Descent theorems for rational K-theory 
Theorem 5.1. Let G = (G, 3G0) be a finite &ale groupoid. For p ~0 consider the 
cosimplicia/ abelian group Ki(B. G): 
e* 
K;Wo+K-(G,)+-(G, x,,G,) . . . 
-5 
(recali that BkG=G,xG,,G,xG,,-• xG, G1 is the k-fold fibre product of GI over 
Go). Then, $or i > 0, H’(K,(B - G)) is n-torsion where n is the lowest common 
multiple of the orders of the connected components of G. 
WON. If G 1= Hz, Gi with the Gi connected groupoids, Kd(B. G) = @r= I KL(B, Gi) 
so it is su3icieru to prove the theorem when G = (G,5G,) is connected. Arguing 
as in 2.11 we know that if s, : : G pGo are the ‘source’ and ‘target’ maps of G, 
we may identify with the maps dO,dl : BIG-BOG, and if a E Ki(G,), then 
CT)E H’(Ki(B.G))C KL(G,). If a E HO(KL(B.G)) already, so that s*a = t*a, then 
dz) =: tst*4/a) := ncy by the projection formula, so we have a projection operator: 
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For kz 1 we can identify H*(Kd(B.G)) with a subgroup of K’$&G) via the map 
@It_ 1 .** d;t : K~(G,)-+K$$ G), and the map 
Rk=[dk*+tdk*“’ d:(d&*)(do,)~]/nk + 1 
is a projection operator 
-+H’(K;(B .G)) 
Since di: l l = d$+,(a)=d$+ Id;**- d:(a) for any a E H’(K’(B. G)) and any (k + l)tuple 
(i Is .**9 jk+ ,) of integers between 1 and k+ 1, we see by the projection formula 
(remember di : Bk G + Bk_ t G is a finite &ale map of degree n so di*d,* = multipli- 
cation by n) that the 7~ commute with all coface and codegeneracy maps. Recall 
(2.11) that from the existence of inverses for G, we know that the square 
G1 xG,,G1 
do 
------+GI 
dl I I d0 
do 
G-G 1 0 
is Cartesian. More generally, for the same reason, know that all squares: 
BkG 
4-l 
-Bk-lG 
Bk- 1G zBk_# 
are Cartesian, and hence by (1.2), that 
di*_ Idi_ l*=di*di*_ 1 :K;Bk_lG+K;Bk-lG. 
Applying this equation regeatedly, we see that 
d;d;_ 1 l a. d:d;d$(dt,*)k = (dk*d;- l)(dk _ 1 ad;_ 2) -*- (d,*nr,*)- 
Now for each kz 1 and 1 s id, we have maps: 
hi: K~(BkG)(l/n)4K~(Bk_lG)(l/n) 
defined as follows: 
hl =(l/nk)(dk*d,*_ l)(dk- l*d,&) l ** (d,*), 
. . . 
hi= (l/n k+ * -i)(dk*dt_ 1) o** (di+ I*d,““)di*, 
. . . 
hk = (l/t’l)dp. 
(4.1.1) 
By eql;ation (4.1. I) and the ~r~jectiun formula we have the following equalities 
bet~cen mars ~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ IG) 
Ptc~~i. Sincx GO is regullar, K,kl. G=KdB.G, so by the theorem Hi&B. C) is n- 
torsion for j > 0 shire n is the order of C. Now by 2. t 1 + E= AG is a field, and A 
is a finite & algebra, Consider the diag am (where S = Spec~~)~: 
Since by de~~iti~n of A”, the sequc *ce 
d,*- ii,* 
O--+E-+t~ - r(GI, @&I 
is ~~a~, the map n is finite &ale and surjectiv~ of degree n/[A : E] ==e((G)* Hence 
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Proof. Since KP( uy=, Si) = n,‘=, Kp(Si) it is sufficient to observe that for any &ale 
map x : Spec(E)-+F with E a field and for any finite &ale E-algebra A, we may 
apply Corollary 4.2 to the groupoid cosko Spec(“)(Spec(A)) to see that the sequence 
@-+K’(E~, --$Mo 
d,*-di’ 
- K,(A@wO~ 
is exact, and hence KJ OF)Q is a sheaf. Now, let x : X = Spec(A) -+F be any &ale 
surjective map; then G = (X&X3X) is a finite &ale groupoid acting on the pro- 
duct of fields A, so that A G = E. By cohomological descent, since B. G = cosk[(X), 
H:t(B.G, Kp((fB.&)= H’(F, Kp(C&). 
There is the usual spectral sequence 
Hence, if we prove that 
unless i= 0, we will have: 
H;t(F, KP(&)~) = Hi(KP(B.G)Q) = H’(K,(B. G)$ = ; (E) 
i>O, 
P Q9 
i 
= 
0 
. 
Since each BjG is the spectrum of a product of fields, it is sufficient to show that 
if L is a field and S= Spec(L), then H:,(S, Kp( 6~)~) = 0 if i> 0; but it is well known 
that Galois cohomology with uniquely divisible coefficients is trivial. 
5.4. Corollary. Let F be an algebraic stack. Then for all p, j E Z, R p( j), and 
RP( j), are sheaves on the &ale site of F. 
Proof. This follows immediately from 4.3 since 
Rp( j) = (3> i*Kj_p(@t), 
{EF’r’ 
where the sums are over the sets Flp) (FfpI, respectively) of punctual substacks < of 
F of codimension (dimension) p, and i : 5 +F is the inclusion. 
6. Intersection theory on stacks 
We turn now to the main results of the paper: constructing the product on the 
Chow groups of a stack F, and the comparison with the Chow groups of a coarse 
moduli space of F. 
6.1. Theorem. Let F be an algebraic stack, p : W-,F an atlas of F, U. = cask,:‘(U) 
the corresponding simplicial scheme, which has &tale face maps. Then there are 
canonical isomorphisms, for p 2 0: 
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Proof, Since the proof of (ii) is completely parallel to that of (i), we shall only 
prove (i). First observe that if i : c-+F is a punctual substack, then for every 
&ale open p: W+F, cu= U x,4 is a disjoint union of punctual stacks, so that 
IT:&&, KP(&&&=O if n>O and hence RnirKp(~&==O for n >O. From the Leray 
spectral sequence we see that 
Hence, for all j, p2 0: 
0 for n>@, 
ss,“,K R’(Ph$ = CD K,_j@(T)), n ~0. 
Ce!F!’ 
Therefore 
$X6 R *(P))~ = Hp(T(F, R *( ~1))~ 
= coker (F, RP- 1 (P))-*T(F,R~(P~)~=CH~(F)~, 
(6.1.1) 
and we have the first half of (i). By cohomological descent, 
“-t# R*(P))= IH,qu., R*(p)) 
and there are spectral sequences 
%Ws, R*(PWW,:(U., R*(ph 
f%#?s, R*(PD*%&L R*(pD. 
By formula (6.1.1) applied to US, 
H:(U,,R*(p))~=H’(r((‘/,, R*(PN)~=&(U,, R*(p))& 
and so via a comparison of spectral sequences, 
and we are done. 
Another way of stating the first half of the theorem is: 
6.2. Corol8sry. Let F be an algebraic stack. Then 
(6.1.2) 
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6.3. Corollary. Let F be an algebraic stack; then CH*(F), and CH,(F), are 
graded HK*(F),-modules. 
Proof. For pa 0, R*(p) and R,(p) are presheaves of &&)-modules and hence 
CH*p *(F) and CH*, *(F) are HK*-modules (4.7). 
6.4. Corollary. Let f: F-G be a proper representable morphism of algebraic 
stacks. Then !he direct image map f* : CH,(F), -+CH*(G), is a map of HK*(G )- 
modules. 
Proof. Let p : U+G be an atlas of G. Since f is representable, I;/= U xo F-+F is 
an atlas of F and we have a commutative diagram 
co&( I’)= K - F 
I f 
coskf(U) = U. - G 
For each j=O and OS&~ the square 
d. 
‘;/i 
---_) v. 
J-1 
4 I I 4-I 
di u-- u. J J-1 
is Cartesian with 4 and&1 proper, so ~*d~=dJ~J_,.: R,(J&q)-+R&$,y) and 
so we have a map of double complexes: 
(6.4.1) 
and a commutative diagram 
CH,(F) - IH”( t’i 9 R&N 
CH,(G) - IHqW, R&N 
in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms modulo torsion by 6.1. For each 
j?O the map 
J* : R*( 5, qJ4R4Uj, (3) 
is a map bf K,(Ui)-modules, and more generally (since R,(q),? is a sheaf in the &ale 
ology) we have a ma 
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of sheaves of K&Q,)-modules and so a map 
f*Tp@* I&PW,R,(~))Q-+@ IH,;P(U., R*(P))Q 
Par0 
of @P20 IHg(U., KP(&J)Q-modules, hence by 6.1 and cohomological descent for 
the cover U. -+G, 
is a map of HK*(G)-modules. 
6.5. CoraCIarJI. Let F be a regular stack. Then CH*(F)Q has a natural graded ring 
structure. 
Proof. B: 6.1 and 4.9, the augmentations for p > 0: KP( @“)+R *(p) induce iso- 
morphisms 
CH*(F),= HK*(F)Q, 
and so the Chow groups of F inherit the ring structure of HK*(F)Q. 
6.6. Theorem. For every p E Z, the covariant functor 
on the category of proper representable morphisms between stacks extends to a 
covariant functor on the category of ail proper morphisms between stacks: 
Proof. First recall [2] that a morphism of stacks p : T-6 is representable if there 
exists a diagram: 
g qT 
X-T-T CJ 
\ 
f \I 1 Pu P 4 
U-S 
with U a scheme,, q &ale and surjective, f representable (so that X is a scheme) and 
roper (as a map of schemes) and g surjective (i.e. for all maps V+T” with V a 
scheme, X:x TU -+ V is a surjective map of schemes). Note that since X is a scheme, 
atical1.y representable. 
roper morphism of stacks, define a map of graded abelian groups 
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by setting, for t E 1 T Ii and s =p(Q E IS I, pr : K,,- i(k(t))o +Kq_ #(s)), equal to 
zero if s E 1 S Ik for k> i and equal to (e(s)/e(t))Nmk(l,/L,,,~s~ if s E IS 1 fil. Note that in 
the latter case, by the results of Section 3, k(k) 1 k(s) is a finite extension. Evidently, 
this definition of p* makes R,(F, j), a covariant functor of F. It remains to check 
that pill is actually a map of complexes. 
6.1. Lemma. Let q : U -4 be an &ale map with U a scheme, PU : TU = T xs U -+ W 
the induced proper morphism. Then we have a commutative diagram 
Proof of 6.7. We may suppose that U, T and S are all punctual. Pick atlases W-+ T 
and V+ Tu (we may suppose W is punctual, too) to obtain a diagram (in which all 
squares are Cartesian and every stack except for S, T and TU is representable): 
v-T-T u (6.7.1) 
‘\I I 
U-S 
To prove the lemma, it will be sufficient to show that: 
[k( T,) : k(U)] = [k(T) : (S)] r(y;y) . 
We shall start by computing /k( WV) : k(S)]. To do this we use the following 
sublemma. 
Let F be a punctual stack, U = Spec(.K)-+ F, V= Spec(L)-+ F finite 
&tale) morphisms with K and L fields. Then W x V Winite of con- 
stant degree qual to e(F) over Spec(K@k(F, L) or eqrrivalentiy 
HeCF). 
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Proof of 6.8. Let Fiso be the stack VW F(U)“*, the groupoid of isomorphisms 
cr :xqy of objects in F(U). Note that Fiso is equivalent to F and that there is a 
diagonal functor A- : Fiso +FxkF sending cy :x-+y to the pair (x, y), where we 
write k= k(E). We then have a strictly Cartesian diagram of Categories: 
UXkV -Fx F k 
Let us compute the degree of p on geometric fibres; if (u, o) E U xk U is an 52- 
valued point for Sz a universal doimain and (r, u/) the induced point of F xk F, then 
p-*(u,v)=A--‘(<,ry) 
= set of isomsrphisms cy : t-y in the groupoid F(0). 
Hence #p-“(u, v) = e(F). Note that if X-+F is an atlas, and M= X S?F X= 
(X%,X) XA- Fiso, then by 2.10, M-+X xk X is &ale. By base change the map 
u%F V-,U?k V is &ale; since we have shown that it has constant degree it is aiso 
finite. 
From the sublemma we see that in diagram (67.1) we have 
(k(W: WYdl = MU : k(TU)le(TU), 
M WV) :U VI = [k( W) : k(T)]e( T), 
Ik( WU> : W WI = F(U) : k(S)le(S) 
and hence the lemma follows from 
k(b): W’WW : k(Tu)][k(Tu) : k(U)][k(U) : k(S)] 
= F( WV) :WN 
roof of 6.6 (contd.). Returning to the theorem, by definition of properness, there 
exists a diagram 
g fJT 
X-T-T u 
U a scheme, 4 &ale and surjective, f representable and proper, and g surjective 
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and representable. Since q* and q; are injective, by the lemma, it suffices to prove 
that PI/+ is a map of complexes, hence let us assume S= U. Since f and g are 
proper and representable, in the commutative diagram 
\ I f* P* 
R&S j) 
f* and g, are actually maps of complexes. It will be enough therefore, to show that 
g, is surjective. But since g is surjective, for every field valued point T : Spec(E)+ T, 
the fibre XT of X over Spec(E) is a scheme proper over Spec(E). Hence there exists 
a point XE XT such that k(x) 1 E is finite algebraic. For any point t E T, there exists 
a point T as above, with E 1 k(t) finite algebraic; hence a point x E X such that 
[W) : WI < 00. But then NQ(s) 1 k(r) :&(k(x)@ +Kj(k(t)Q is surjective, and we ze 
done. 
Proposition 6.1. Let p : T-6 be a proper morphism between algebraic stacks. Then 
P* : -L(T), -‘-WO, 
is a map of HK*(S)-modules. 
Proof. It is enough to check for every &ale map U -+S with U= Spec(A), that if we 
write Tu = TX, U, 
is a map of K&&modules. But as before, we can assume there is a diagram 
g 
X-T u 
with f proper and representable and g surjective. The proposition is true for_&, and 
hence by the surjectivity of g, for pu* too. 
Let F be an irreducible stack with coarse moduli space X; then 
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is an isomorphism. Hence, if F is regular, CH*(X)Q has a ring structure induced by 
the ring structure of CH*(F). (Note that if n = dim X, CH,(X) = CHn-‘(X) und 
CHi(F) = CH”-‘(F).) Furthermore, iJf HK&,(X)-+CH+(X) is the natural map, the 
induced map HK&(X)+CH*(X)Q is a ring homomorphism. Finally, the ring 
.gtructure on CH*(X)Q is independent of the stack F. 
Proof. To see that p+ is an isomorphism it is enough to observe that 
(i) p : IF 1 -+X is a bijection. 
(ii) Vy E 1 F I, x =p( y) E X, [k(y) : k(x)] is purely inseparable and hence 
is an isomorphism [17, g7). 
It follows thiat for all jE k: 
is an isomorphism, and hence 
pse: CH*(FjQ=CH*(XjQ 
and therefore if F is regular, CH*(X) inherits the ring structure of CH*(F),= 
H.U*(FjQ. However instead of using the product which makes p* a ring homomor- 
phism, we shall use one which makes [X] E CH”(XjQ the unit element. So define 
p*: CH*(XjQ+CH*(FjQ, P*= F (p*)-’ 
where e(F) is the ramification index of the generic point @ of F while i(F/X) is the 
inseparable degree of k(@) over k(X). By the projection formula, :;ince 
we know that the following diagram commutes: 
JIK*mQ = CH*(F), 
t 
P* P* 
.HK&JX)Q = 
I 
CH*mQ 
and hence if we define the ring structure on CH*(X), via p*, the lower horizontal 
arrow iii a ring homomorphism since the left vertical and top horizontal arrows 
already preserve products. 
Einally let us turn to the uniqueness of the product structure. Suppose that X is 
oduli space for two different regular stacks: p : F-+X and 4: G =+X. 
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then f and g are proper and induce homeomorpbisms between 1 F x G 1 and 1 F / and 
1 G 1 respectively and X is a coarse moduli space for F x G. Since F and G are both 
regular, and hence CH*(F)Q=PIK*(F)Q and ZH*(G),== HK*(G)Q, we can define 
maps 
a-f*p*(cx)n[FxG] and a-g*q*(a)(I[FxG] (6.8.1) 
from CH*(X), to CH*(Fx,G),,. These two maps coincide, and in fact 
f *p(t2)n [Fx G] = i(;;;g) (h,)-‘(a) =g*q*(a)n [Fx G], (6.8.2) 
for by the projection formula, 
k(f *p*(Nn [Fx GI) =p*(p*(dnfdFx GI) 
=P* 
[k(F x G) : k(F)]e(F) 
e(FxG) > 
[k(F) : k(X)][k(F x G) : k(F)] = a- 
e(FxG) 
with the same formula holding for h,(g*q*(a) fl [F x G]). Since X is a coarse moduli 
space for FX G, observe that h* is an isomorphism, and hence the two maps (68.1) 
are isomorphisms. Now suppose that [ and u are elements of CH*(X),,. Then 
their products /? and y relative to F and G are defined by 
But 
P*(OP*(W) =P and s*K)q*W = q*(y). 
f*p*(B)n[FxG] 
=f*(p*(lJp*(co))n [Fx G] by definition 
= f *( p*(c)) - f *p*(w) n [F x G] since f * is a ring homomorphism 
=f *p*(c)(g*q*(w)n [FX G] by (6.8.2) 
=g*q*(u)g*q*([)n[FxG] by (6.8.2) 
=g*q*(y)n[FxGl, 
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hence /I= y since h* is an isomorphism, and we are done. 
Note that if Y and 2 are prime cycles on X meeting properly, with X the coarse 
moduii space of a regular stack F, then in CH*(X), 
WI- PI= c m z SW1 
S 
where the sum is over the irreducible \2omponents of YfW and the intersection 
multiplicity is: 
(6.8.3) 
where n=p-‘(Y& c=p-l(Z)rd, ~=p-‘(S)~~d where p : F-*X is the given map 
and i(q) = [k(q) : k(Y)] etc. The intersection multiplicity on F may be computed 
iocalfy in the &ale topology i.e. by taking an &ale map q : U-*F the image of which 
contains the generic.: point of a; then if f =p* q, 
mc a)=r(f-‘(y)redrf-‘(Z)red;f-‘(S)*) 
where f -' ((So) is any irreducible component of f-‘(S). 
6,9. TLeorem. Let X be a coarse moduli space of a regular stack F and let f : Y +X 
be an arbitrary morphism of schemes. Then CH*( Y)Q has a natural CH*(X),- 
module structure. If Y is itself the coarse moduli space of a regular stack, this 
module structure is induced by a ring homomorphism f * : CH *(X), + CH *( Y),, . If 
f is pro-per, then ft : CH*( Y) Q +CH*(X)Q is a map of CH*(X),-modules. 
Proof. lf p : F-+X is the given map, consider the diagram: 
3 
Fx,~ Y- F 
I P 
Then Y is a coarse moduli space for F xX Y, so 
Py. : 
CH*(Fx, Y),-CH*(Y), 
I C&W, VQ ‘CH,W), 
is an isomorphism. But since 
J”*: HK*(F)-+HK*(F xx Y) 
is a ring hlomomorphism, and CH*(Fx, Y) is 7x-r HK*(F xx Y)-module there is a 
*(X), = HK*(FjQ-module structu’.;e on CH*( Y)Q. Similarly, by 
( Y)iQ is naturally a C *(X)Q-.module. If f is pro 
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is a map of H.k’*(F)Q-modules (6.7) and hence f* : CH*( Y)q -+CH@), is a map 
of CH*(X)Q = HK*(F)Q-modules. If q : G --p Y is a map making Y the coarse 
moduli space of a regular stack, then consider the diagram: 
Gx,Y 
/ 
G 
\ 
Q 
Y 
Then CH*(G xx Y)Q- * CH*( Y)Q and is both a principle torsion free EK*(G)Q- 
module and an HK*(F)Q-module, hence there is a natural homomorphism 
HK*(F)Q+HK*(G)Q-CH*(G)Q. 
7. K-theory of stacks 
7.1. Definition. Let T be an algebraic stack. A sheaf 3 (on the etale site of T) of 
Q--modules is said to be quasi-coherent (or coherent, or locally free of rank r) if 
p*T is quasi-coherent (or coherent, or locally free of rank r) for some (and hence 
for every) atlas p : U+ 7’. Since we assume that T is noetherian, the category of 
coherent sheaves on T is a full subcategory, closed under taking subobjects, and 
quotient objects, of the category of quasi-coherent sheaves. The categories of 
coherent and quasi-coherent sheaves on T are abelian categories. We shall use the 
notation: 
C(T) = category of quasi-coherent sheaves on T, 
M(T) = category of coherent sheaves on T, 
P(T) = category of locally free sheaves of finite rank on T. 
Note that P(T) is a sub-exact category of 
Just as in the case of schemes, we can define the Quillen K-theory 
of the stack T: 
K*(T) is a contravariant ring-valued functor on the full category of algebraic stacks, 
while K$( T) is a contravariant gra elian group-valued functor on the category 
of flat maps. 
If T and S are algebraic stacks, recall that Hom( T, S) is actually a groupoid rather 
than a discrete set. I-Iowever for a given f : T-6, the homomorphism 
(or f * : K;(S)--&(T) if f is flat) only depends on the class of f in IcOHom(T, S). 
To see this observe that we actually have a functor: 
( )* : Hom(T, S)*Cat(P(S), P(T)) 
such that any morphism p :f-+g in Hom(T, S) induces a natural isomorphism 
p* :,f*-+k * and hence a homotopy between maps BQP(S)+?QP( T). 
The covariance of K; with respect o proper morphisms is less clear. If p : T-6 
is a projective morphism of algebraic stacks (i.e. p is representable and factors 
through a closeld immersion j : T-+ pi), then by the same method as in the case of 
schemes (1171,. see also 19, g1.31) we can construct a map pI: KS(T)-&(S) making 
K; a covariant functor on the category of projective morphisms between algebraic 
stacks. 
We should not expect there to be a straightforward definition of 
p+ : K;( T)+K;(S) for a non-representable proper morphism of stacks p : T-G, 
since even though the sheaves Rip*9 are coherent if 5 is a coherent sheaf on T, 
they may be non-vanishing fos infinitely many i, making nonsense of the equation 
(valid for proper morphisms of schemes): 
P*W I = 1 (- 1)‘[Rip*9 ] E K,‘(S). 
i-50 
We can still pursue the anology between the K-theory 
stacks and on schemes in other directions however. 
of coherent sheaves on 
7.3. Lemma. Let T be an algebraic stack; then the closed immersion j : Trea + T in- 
duces an isomorphism Ki( Ted) = K;( T ). 
Proof. The immersion j is defined by a sheaf of ideals YC OT such that the restric- 
tion J$, of 3 to an atlas p : U-+ T defines the immersion jU : Ured-+ U; .J$, must 
therefore be nilpotent, say 96 = 0 and so 9 itself is nilpotent, with Y = 0. Any 
coherent +module & will therefore have a finite filtration 
.4 3~9 3 l =. 3 _Z”d = 0 the quotients of which are 0K4-modules, and we may app- 
!y dcvissage for K-theory [17, 551 to complete the proof. 
7.4. Let YC X be a closed substack, with compIement U = X- Y. Then 
there is a long exact iocalization sequence: 
follow Quillen’s proof of the same theorem for schemes [17, $71; 
devissage (7.3 above) if (Y) is the Serre subcategory of (X) consisting of 
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those shoves s~~~~rte 
verify that the a~e~~a~ ~ate~~r~ M(U) i 
(Y). lf i : U-+X is the natural ~~c~~s~~~~ then the exact fu~ctor 
ht adj~~nt we woul 
by the ~orres~~ndi 
ne, however it
coherent sheaves C(X),C(U) then we find that is: C(U)-+C(X) is right adjoint to 
i* and ifi*= Id, Hence the natural func~~r ACHY) = s 
is an e~~iva~e~ce of categories ~~a~rie~ 15, p. 3741). consider the diagram of 
f~~ct~rs: 
is an e~~iva~e~ce andt b is a falls faithful enrr 
the lemma we must show that a i ly fateful and that ev 
equivalent to an object in the image of f. By tile defi~it~~~ of sootiest 
the first assertion follows from the fact t (X) is ~~~s~d alder sub- and 
d that cond ass~rtio~ f~l~o~s frum 
. The gruff of this and the completeness lemmas on which it de 
to the proofs of same results for algebraic spaces [13, pp. 
therefore apply the machinery af hyp 
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for proper morphisms f: X-+ Y. 
7.1. Theorem, Let X be m algebraic stack. Then there is a spectral sequence: 
EfqX)= @ K_p_,(~)*KIp_4(X) (7.7.1) 
{E X’P’ 
where X(p) is the set of punctual substacks of codimension p in X. This spectral se- 
quence is contravariant with respect to flat maps, and if X is pure dimensional, 
covariant (with a degree shift) with respect o projective maps. 
Proof. We can filter the category M(X) by codimension and procede given Lemmas 
7.3,7.4 and %5 just as in Quillen’s article [17, $7.51. (For the projective covariance 
see ET g71). 
In trying to compute the E2 term of this spectral sequence, the analogy with the 
K-theory of schemes fails in the following sense. For a punctual substack r of 
X, Ki(<) #K,Ck(<)) if e(t) #O, since P(r) can be identified with the category of 
representations of the intertia group of {; for example if c = [Spec(C) : G] the quo- 
tient stack of a finite group acting trivially on Spec(C), K&) is the classical 
representation ring of G. However the situation improves if we restrict our attention 
to algebraic spaces: 
7.8. Proposition. If X is an algebraic space, then in the spectral sequence (7.7.1): 
EyJ= 3 K 
(E X”’ 
-p-qW)=$KI-p-9W) 
the EpS -P term may be identified with CHP(X). 2 
of. Since every punctual algebraic space is the spectrum of a field, we know that: 
EF -p(x) = ZP(X), E;- IS -p(X) 2: P(X) 
(the notation is that of Section 4). By flat contravariance of the spectral sequence 
(7.7.1) and the fact that Zp and w p are sheaves in the &ale topology, because the 
differential 
dl : E;- ‘* -p(X)+Ep. -p(X) 
coincides with the ‘Weil divisor’ map 
d : xqx)-+zqx) 
if X is replaced by an atlas of X (Section 4), they must be equal on X itself. Hence 
E2p’ -p = coker(t’ : W p(X)+ Zp(X)), i.e. 
Proof. As in 7.6 we can apply the machinery of f9]. 
7.11, Remark. Recent work of IL Thomason indicates that more of the results of 
[17) apply to the K-theory of stacks, in particular the calculation of the ~-t~gory 
of projective bundles; see f20]. 
l[f 1” is an al~~~rai~ stack and V is a locally free sheaf on T of constant rank we 
can define Chern classes: 
which satisfy the usual f~rrn~~a~ w t~ r~s~e~t to su 
where Ha = either ~~~( T)Q or i20 ~2i(~ Q!(i)) which are natural transform 
ations of r~n~ava~ued f nctors. 
Let ~f(~~ be the full exact subcategory of a) consisting of those coherent 
~rn~du~e~ ~~~h Iocalfy have finite free reso ens. Then if IT is a schemes the 
~~c~usj~n P( T)c M f( T) induces an is~m~r~hism~ 
Ko(T)==Ko(Mf(T)) Ef K;(T). 
However if T is nat a quasi-projective scheme, we do not know that we can path 
ther the ~~ca~ res~~utiuns to construct ~~~~a~ res~~uti~ns, so that he natural ring 
h~m~m~rp~ism 
a : ~~(T~~~~(T) 
may nut be an ~s~m~~phism* ote that the ~r~du~t on ~~(~) is riven by 
and that if J: T-6 is a morphism af stacks f*: Kf(S)+Kf(T) lis defined by 
if cw were an ~s~m~rp~isrn, we could immediately deduce the existence of Chern 
classes for coherent sheaves ~~calIy of finite projective dimension” In genera1 we can 
stiIf ~~n~tr~~t such cfasses, but since the construction isso~~ewhat technical I shall 
eir main prope~~es, weaving the proofs till another capes [ ItI]* 
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If F is a smooth algebraic stack, then it has a well defined tangent bundle TF, 
and so we can define the Todd class Td(F) E WV by the usual formula /19]; and 
hence obtain a map: 
given such a homomorphism it is natural to ask whether one can prove a 
~iemann-Koch theorem for the ~~theory of aIgebrai~ stacks. The onfy situation in 
which such a theorem is obviously true is for crower murphisms between aigebrai~ 
spaces, and even there it is not immediately obvious that the ‘~ierna~n-~o~h~ 
transformation is given by the formula (8.2.f) for smooth algebraic spaces. 
The proof is identical to that of [4, 6 li]. The existence of Chow envelopes 
bombs’ from Chow’s lemma for algebraic spaces I[ 13, Ch. 4.31 s 
raic variety (or more 
a s~rjective minute 
(i) Each Za is quasi-projective and smooth over k and ~uasifinite over X. 
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(ii) For each (GI, p) E A x A, the normalization Zas of Za xx 2~ is smooth over k 
(and hence &ale over Za and Zb, since smooth and quasifinite implies &ale). 
(iii) For each CT EA, there is a finite group G, acting faithfully on Za such that 
U# =2,/C& is &ale over X. (Note that { U’}a~ A is then an &ale cover of X.) 
Since each Za is smooth, the diagonal map d : Za+Za xX& factors through Zaa 
and hence we have a diagram in the category of quasi-projective varieties: 
which naturally has the structure of an &ale algebraic groupoid. (The multiplication 
malJ 
is induced by the natural projections Zasr +Za xXZs which, since the ZaBY are 
smooth, mtist factor through the Za,, .) If we write 
then we have: 
9.2. Proposition. X is a coarse mod& space for the stack Bz of Z-torsors. 
Proof. Since the map 
is surjective, for any algebraically closed field D we have an exact bequence: 
Hence it only remains to show that the map Bz-+X is proper. We can check this 
locally on the &ale topology of X, so it is enough to show that for each cy, the map 
is proper. Consider the diagram: 
fa 
2,-B x U Z X a -- BZ 
\ 
\ \I % I 
ua --,X 
e map fa exists since we have a commutative diagram 
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Pa 
z,------+B Z 
Since & Zp is an atlas of Bz, UaZpx, Ua is an atlas of xx For each 
Cartesian diagram 
Z as -----+$XXu, 
-B U x 
in the top horizontal arrow 
original Bz +X is proper [2, 
is hence since Za + I/a is proper, 
4.111. 
In proves that char(k)= 0 and has normal, Cohen-Macauley 
global cover x (dominating the Za) with group G (i.e. X=x/G), then there is an 
isomorphism 
y : CH *(X)Q + (OpCH *(x),)G, 
and therefore a ring structure on CH*(X)Q. 
9.3. Theorem. Let X be a Q-variety. Then if char(k) =0 and X has a normal, 
Cohen-Macauley global cover, the product structure of Section 6 coincides with the 
product structure defined via the map y. 
Proof. Let p : x-d/G =X be the Cohen-Macaufey global cover of X. Then p fac- 
tors locally: 
XIX@ 
P 
X 
I 
x,/H, = Za 
where & is open in f and is stabilized by H~c G and H, is a normal subgroup of 
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Hz such that Ga= H~/.H, acts on Za with quotient Ua which is &ale over X, where 
the Za are 
tlhe disjoint union of maps: 
f l zuon l ** n&-G& x* l ** x,2(& ao-- a, l 
and which since &of)41X~~ is normal must factor through the normalization 
Z @...& of zIaoxx l *- X,&y”. 
Since we have a commutative diagram: 
Xaon4Xak-z aQ ” Irk 
r 
dld2- dk 
f a0 
,I 
Za0 
with fao flat and d, boo dk &de. fuo...ak must be flat, hence f: 2-2 is a flat map of 
simplicial schemes. If 3 is a coherent sheaf on Z, i.e. a Q-sheaf in the terminology 
of [ 161, then fV is a coherent sheaf on X, and hence by descent on X itself. Now 
let Y be a prime cycle on X; then (note that i(Y) = i(X) =e(X) = 0 since G acts 
faithfully on X and char k =0) 
I9*([yl)=~y)[P-'(y),,dl 
where q-‘( Y)red is the inverse image of Y with its reduced structure. Now &$-I(~),~ 
is a coherent sheaf on Z., which is smooth, and so by 8.1 we have Chern classes 
Gi(@q-‘(Y,,d) E H~P’(Y)(z** Ki(8z.))Q- 
Since each Z* is regular and of finite type over a field, 
~~-l,,,(Z,,Ki(~z,))=O, r<codimz*(q-‘(Y))=codimx(Y). 
Hence by the usual spectral sequence argument 
Ci(lb-lty),,)=O for i<d=codimx Y. 
We also have an exact sequence 
~-‘+,,,(Z=, Kd(~z.)PH&-$Zo, K&e,,))-+,,,(Z,, &,(@‘z,)). 
Consider the two classes C’&$-I~~,~~) and [P-‘(Y)J in H4d_‘&Z., K&T’.)); to 
compare them we can pass to Z. and apply the Reimann-Roth theorem since Z0 is 
uasi-projective and smooth, to obtain: 
~~(~~-i(Y),~)=(-l)d(d- WW’(Y)& 
ence we ay identify: 
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q*[y] ) 
since the Ci vanish for icd. 
By the universal properties of the operational Chow groups, there is a com- 
mutative diagram of ring homomorphisms: 
ch 
I 
choP 
’ OpCH*(X),, 
(9.1.6) 
HK*(Z& f * - HKyx), A n End(CH,(W))Q =E 
w-x 1 
In order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that if Y is a prime cycle on 
X, then in the group E we have: 
@WI = ryf*q*Iyl- 
However, by definition, U[ Y] = e( Y)ch~p(f*@q-~(YJrcd), while by (9.1.4) 
Y] 
by Theorem 8.1 
=dY)chd(f *"q-l(Y),d) 
and we are done, by the commutativity of (9.1.6). 
by (9.1.4) 
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